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Introduction
•

CMS is the Federal agency within DHHS responsible for oversight of a variety of programs
that focus on providing quality health care at a reasonable cost.

•

CMS provides these services to vulnerable populations, including the elderly, persons with
disabilities, children, and those with low income.

•

Providers are the heart and soul of medical care
– Drive the care, innovate on improvements
– Juggle competing demands: High throughput, efficiency, and quality for the most
straightforward to most complicated patients

•

Medicare is huge and complex
– 7300 hospitals
– 1.5 million physicians
– Over 4 million claims PER DAY!

•

Our programs will touch the lives of over 125 million Americans enrolled in Medicare,
Medicaid, and CHIP in FY 2017.
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Better. Smarter. Healthier.
So we will continue to work across sectors and across
the aisle for the goals we share: better care, smarter
spending, and healthier people.
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Agency Structure

Consortia Structure
The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) has ten Regional Offices
(ROs) organized in a Consortia structure based on the Agency's key lines of
business:
•
•
•
•

Medicare Health Plans Operations
Financial Management and Fee For Service Operation
Medicaid and Children's Health Operation
Quality Improvement and Survey & Certification Operations

The Four Consortia

Each consortium is led by a Consortium Administrator (CA) who serves as the
Agency's national focal point in the Field for their business line(s) and as such is
responsible for consistent implementation of CMS programs, policy and guidance
across all ten regions for matters pertaining to their business line. In addition to
responsibility for a business line, each CA also serves as the Agency's senior
management official for two or three ROs, representing the CMS Administrator in
external affairs matters and overseeing administrative operations.
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CQISCO
CQISCO accomplishes our goals through the work of four components:
• The Divisions of Quality Improvement (DQI) provide oversight of Quality Improvement Organization
(QIO) & End‐Stage Renal Disease Network (NW) programs;

•

The Divisions of Survey & Certification (DSC) provide oversight of state survey agencies and ensure
that providers such as hospitals, long‐term care facilities, home health agencies and hospice
organizations and many other provider types, adhere to Medicare’s Conditions of Participation;

•

Chief Medical Officers (CMOs) serve as medical and scientific leads for Regional Office quality
improvement efforts, as chief clinicians for all regional components and as liaisons with health care
providers; and

•

Emergency Preparedness and Response Operations (EPRO) is responsible for the overall coordination
of information and logistics during a continuity or emergency event and for development of a robust
test, training and exercise program.

Divisions of Quality Improvement (DQI)
•

DQI provides oversight for the Quality Improvement Organization (QIO) and ESRD
Network (NW) programs, including involvement in the development of new task orders
for the Quality Innovation Network Quality Improvement Organizations (QIN-QIOs);

•

Update of the NW statement of work to progress into the first option year of their
contract, and participation in multiple technical evaluation panels—including panels for
new QIO work and Special Innovation Projects.

•

The QIO program continued their work through two separate contractors—the
Beneficiary and Family-Centered Care Quality Improvement Organizations (BFCC-QIOs),
which perform case review work in 5 areas, and the 14 regional QIN-QIOs, which
perform quality improvement work through Task Orders awarded for each of 53 states
and territories.

Divisions of Survey & Certification (DSC)
• Conduct Surveys for the purpose of certifying to the Secretary
compliance & non-compliance of providers & suppliers of services & resurveying such entities at such time as the Secretary may direct;
• Inspect health care providers for compliance with the Medicare health
& safety standards;
• Liaison to state agencies for determination of eligibility;
• Approve, deny, or terminate certification;

• Interpret guidelines, policies & procedures;
• Levy enforcement actions.

ReImagine How HHS Serves the American People

Optimize Regional
Performance
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The Opportunity
Twenty percent of HHS’s 80,000 staff are located across the

U.S. to deliver administrative and vital health and human
services to HHS stakeholders, including during emergencies
and disasters.
Consider: HHS now has a Secretary-led focus to maximize its
regional presence by strengthening its business alignment,

maximizing employee engagement, and providing more
efficient business platforms.
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The Approach
Vision:
To create an optimally performing and coordinated regional structure that advances
the HHS mission and better serves the needs of stakeholders and the American public
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New Administration CMS Strategic Goals

Empower patients and
doctors to make decisions
about their health care

Usher in a new era of state
flexibility and local
leadership

Support innovative
approaches to improve
quality, accessibility, and
affordability

Improve the CMS
customer experience
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Regulatory Reform/Provider Burden
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Patients over Paperwork
• We are moving the needle to remove regulatory obstacles that get in
the way of providers spending time with patients
• CMS is already taking significant steps to evaluate and streamline our
regulations with the goal of:
– reducing unnecessary burden
– increasing efficiencies
– improving the customer experience

• In addition to the Requests for Information published in many of our
2017 regulations, we are establishing customer-centered workgroups
focusing first on clinicians, beneficiaries, and institutional providers
(with similar groups for plans, states and suppliers to follow)
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Patients over Paperwork (cont’d)
• Some of CMS’ specific goals are to:
– Increase the number of customers – clinicians,
institutional providers, health plans, etc. – engaged
through direct and indirect outreach;
– Decrease the hours and dollars clinicians and
providers spend on CMS-mandated compliance
– Increase the proportion of tasks that CMS
customers can do in a completely digital way
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Listening Sessions and
Provider Conferences
• CMS holds Open Door Forum calls for physicians and other
provider types throughout the year
• CMS currently holds:
– Quarterly in-person provider enrollment focus groups
– Semi-annual in-person provider enrollment conferences

• CMS is planning:
– Quarterly in-person provider compliance focus groups
– Semi-annual in-person provider compliance conferences
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Addressing the Opioids Crisis
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Addressing the Opioids Crisis
CMS is revising and updating its opioid response to this Administration’s
priorities and White House Commission Recommendations. Initial steps
include:
• Engaging stakeholders in listening sessions: CMS held a number of
listening sessions with providers, insurance companies, drug
manufacturers and other stakeholders to solicit input on best practices
and joint approaches to addressing the opioids crisis
• Incorporating opioids-related measures in Medicare’s Quality Payment
Program (QPP): Medicare’s QPP has opioid-specific measures and clinical
improvement activities for clinicians to select, providing them an
opportunity to earn a bonus payment based on the quality of the care
they provide
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Addressing the Opioids Crisis (cont’d)
• Displaying Opioid Drug Mapping Tool: An interactive Opioid Drug
Mapping Tool identifies communities where intervention is most needed
by showing comparisons of the number and percentage of Medicare Part
D opioid prescriptions filled at state, county, and zip code levels
• Healthcare Fraud Prevention Partnership (HFPP) Paper: Published a
white paper describing best practices by a variety of healthcare payers to
address and minimize the harms of opioids while ensuring access to
medically-necessary therapies and reducing fraud, waste, and abuse
• Medicare lock-in program
CMS is working on a proposed rule for the Medicare lock-in program
required under the 2016 Comprehensive Addiction and Recovery Act –
public comment closed on January 16, 2018.
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Your New
Medicare
Card
Information for
People With
Medicare
2018
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What does the new Medicare Card
look like?
• It has your
– Name
– New Medicare
number
– Dates that Medicare
Part A and Medicare
Part B coverage
started

• It doesn’t have your
– Signature
– Social Security
Number
– Gender
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When will I get my new Medicare
Card?
• Medicare starts mailing new cards in April 2018
• Everyone who had Medicare before April 2018 will get a new card
with instructions in the mail
• Mailing will take several months
• If you retired from a railroad, the Railroad Retirement Board will mail
you your new card

• People new to Medicare in April 2018 or later
• Get the new card when they are enrolled

• Mailing everyone a new card will take some time
• Your card might arrive at a different time than your friend’s or
neighbor’s

• Visit Medicare.gov/NewCard and sign up for email updates,
or like us at facebook.com/medicare
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Only your Medicare card and number
are changing
• Your Medicare benefits stay
the same
• Your Social Security
Number stays the same
• Any enrollments in
Medicare Advantage, Part D
prescription plans, and
Medigap (Supplemental)
policies don’t change—
keep those plan cards
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When do I start using my new
Medicare Card?
• Start using your new card
as soon as you get it
• Beginning January 1, 2020,
you can only use the new
Medicare card and new
number
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What if I belong to a Medicare health plan (like
an HMO), or a Medicare drug plan?
• You’ll still get a new
Medicare card
• Be sure to destroy your old
red, white, and blue
Medicare card, but don’t
destroy your plan’s card
• You should continue to use
your health or drug plan’s
card when you get health
care or fill a prescription
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Thank You

Thank You for your Participation

Contact Information
Renard Murray
renard.murray@cms.hhs.gov
404-562-7150
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